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ផ�ិតគឺ�សរ��ង�ែដលរស់េ�េលី��រ េលីឬក�ងុខ�ួនមនុស� ឬ
សត� និងក�ងុបរ ��� នដូច� េលីជ�� ងំ ថ� េដីមេឈី ដី។ល។ ផ�ិត
ខ�ះ�ចបង�រជំងឺ ប៉ះ�ល់សុខ�ពមនុស� សត� ឬេធ�ីេ�យ�ន
�រខូច�តដល់បរ ��� ន។ 

ផ�ិត�ចដុះក�ងុបរ ��� នែដលងងឹតនិង�នសំេណីម 
ឬកែន�ងែដល�ន��រចិ��ឹម� ដូច��ក�ស់ 
�រ�តុរលួយ របស់របរ�ស់ៗ�េដីម។

Mold is a structure or thread, formed from fungi,
that lives and grows on food, on or inside humans
or animals, and in environments, such as
buildings, rocks, trees. Some molds can cause
disease in humans and animals, and damage to
the environment.

It grows in various dark and damp places or
decaying matter.



គំនររបស់របរ�ស់ៗ ដូច�េស�វេ� �ងំ �ក�ស�ែសត
ែស�កេជីង�ស់ៗ េលីជ�� ងំបន�ប់ទឹក េ��មែ�គ ពិ�ន។ល។ 

Buildings with water damage and leakages are
very prone to growing mold.

អ�រែដល��បទឹក�យនឹងដុះផ�ិត។

Mold often grows in cluttered areas, on books and
shelves, storage units such as cardboard boxes,
paper and newspaper, old shoes, bathroom walls,
under the bed, on the ceiling, etc.



93% of all chronic sinusitis occurrences have a mold component that is unresponsive to traditional
treatment.

៩៣% ៃន�ររ�ក�បេ�ងឆ�ឹងមុខ�ុៃំរ � ែដលព��លមិនជល់ �ន�រ�ក់ទងនឹងផ�ិត។

Exposure to mold is known to trigger inflammation, allergies and asthma, oxidative stress, immune
system dysfunction, and aggravate or prolong healing to many chronic illnesses.

16-20% of the population have a genetic trait that causes their immune systems to overact to mold
(fungus) and its mycotoxins.

�រប៉ះ�ល់នឹងផ�ិត�ចបង�រ �ររ�ក �ែឡសីុនិងហឺត ជំងឺ�ស់មុន�យុ �រ�� ក់ចុះេខ�យៃន�បព័ន��រ�រ�ង�យ 
និង�ចេធ�ីេ�យជំងឺ�ុៃំរ ��ន់ែតធ�ន់ ឬ���ង�រ�ពីជំងឺ។

១៦-២០% ៃន�ប�នជនេលីពិភពេ�ក�នក��តំណរពូជឬវ�បត�ិែហ�ន ែដលេធ�ីេ�យ�បព័ន��រ�រ�ង�យ�ន�បត�ិកម�ដ៏
�� ងំេលីសធម��េ�នឹងផ�ិត និង�តិពុលែដលផ�ិតផលិត ែដល�េហតុបង�រេ�យ�នជំងឺ។

Certain types of mold produce toxins known as mycotoxins that can affect your health.

ផ�ិតខ�ះ�ចផលិត�តិពុលេ�� "mycotoxin" (�៉យ-កូ-ថក-សុីន) ែដល�ចេធ�ីេ�យ�ន�រប៉ះ�ល់ដល់សុខ�ព។



It is possible to recover without prescription medicine or antibiotics. The key is to focus on and treat
the root cause of your sickness. There is no magic pill or surgery to cure chronic sinusitis, unless you
remove the mold, the sinusitis will reoccur.

Mold toxicity from mycotoxins is NOT the same as mold allergy. You can be sick from mold
mycotoxins and test negative for mold allergies and vice versa. Some may experience both.

Those who are immunocompromised may be susceptible to infections in their sinuses and lungs,
which could increase the likeliness of getting additional respiratory infections like bronchitis or
pneumonia.

អ�ក�ច�ពីជំងឺបង�រេ�យផ�ិតេ�យមិន��ំច់េ�បី�� េំទ វ �ធីព��ល�បេសីរ�ងេគគឺ�រែស�ងរកមូលេហតុបង�រជំងឺ និងដក�
េចញពីបរ ��� នអ�ក។ េ�ះបី�អ�កខំព��លជំងឺរ�ក�បេ�ង�ចមុះ�ុៃំរ ��៉ង�ក៏េ�យ �នឹង�ប់មកវ�ញដូចេដីម េបីអ�កមិន
ដកឬព��លផ�ិតក�ងុបរ ���នែដលអ�ករស់េ�។

�រពុលនឹង�តិពុលែដលផលិតេចញពីផ�ិតមិនដូច�រ�ែឡសុីេ�នឹងផ�ិតេទ។ អ�ក�ចឈឺេ�យ�រ�តិពុលផ�ិត បុ៉ែន�
មិន�ែឡសុី�មួយផ�ិតេទ។ អ�កខ�ះ�ែឡសីុ�មួយផ�ិត បុ៉ែន�មិន�ន�រពុលេទ។ អ�កខ�ះពុលផង�ែឡសីុផង។

អ�កែដល�នវ�បត�ិ�បព័ន��រ�រ �ច�បឈមនឹងជំងឺ�ុៃំរ ��បេ�ងឆ�ឹងមុខនិងសួត និង�ន�និភ័យេកីតជំងឺផ�ូវដេង�ីមដៃទេទ�ត
ដូច� �ររ�កទងសួត និងរ�កសួត។ 

Three primary entry points of mold are: the nose, mouth, and skin.

ផ�ិតចូលមកក�ងុខ�ួនេយីង�ម�ចកសំ�ន់៣៖ �មរន��ចមុះ �ម�ត់ និង�មែស�ក។



ក�ងុរបូ�ពថតសួត និងេស�នសួត ផ�ិតក�ងុសួត�ច�ចឡ�ំមួយនឹងជំងឺម�រ�កសួត�ញឹក�ប់។

ម��ងេទ�ត ផ�ិតនិង�តិពុលរបស់�ក៏�ចបង�រេ�យេកីតម�រ�កសួតែដរ។

Fungal infections are frequently misdiagnosed as lung cancer (squamous cell carcinoma).

�រផ�ុកេមេ�គផ�ិតបេង�ីន�និភ័យេកីតជំងឺម�រ�ក ដូច�ម�រ�កសួត និងម�រ�កេ�ះេវ�នធំ។

Mold and its toxins not only mimic cancer, they may also cause cancer. (Group 1 carcinogen
according to cancer.org)

Exposure to mold may increase the risk of cancer, such as lung cancer and colon cancer.



ចំណុចរមួរ�ងផ�ិតនិងជំងឺម�រ�ក៖
Similarities Between Mold and Cancer:

ផ�ិតនិងម�រ�ក�ចេ�បី��ស់��រ��មពលក�ងុបរ ��� នែដលមិន�នអុកសីុែសន។
They both metabolise nutrients in the absence of oxygen.

ស�រចិ��ឹម�ងំផ�ិតនិង�ងំម�រ�កេ�យរ�កចំេរ �នធំ�ត់ េបីអត់�នស�រេទ ��ងំពីរមិន�ចរស់�ន។
Sugar causes both to thrive, and both can die without it.

��ពំ��លផ�ិត�ច�ន�បសិទ��ពក�ងុ�រព��លម�រ�កផងែដរ។
Both respond positively to antifungal medications.

�ងំផ�ិត�ងំម�រ�ក សុទ�ែត�ចបង�រេ�យដុះ�ដំុ េហីយ�ងំពីរក៏�ចផលិត�តិ�សីុត�ក់ទិកែដរ។
Both produce sacs (tumors), and both produce lactic acid.

�ងំផ�ិត�ងំម�រ�កផលិតនិងបេ��ញស�ស�តុសរ��ង�។
Both emit VOC's (volatile organic compounds).

�សង់េចញពី "Sinusitis Wellness" របស់េ�កេវជ�បណ�ិ ត Donald Dennis, MD and Sinus Specialist, អត�បទសរេសរេ�យក��  Erin Porter.



Mycotoxins affect the production and secretion of melanocyte stimulating hormone (MSH), which
decreases the secretion of antidiuretic hormone from the hypothalamus. This is why some patients
with mold-related illness produce a large amount of urine and are often thirsty. 

The kidneys are able to filter mycotoxins out of the blood, but some toxins are then difficult to
excrete through urine. Overtime, these toxins accumulate in the kidneys, causing damage to the
filtration system. 

There is an additive effect with mycotoxins and other toxins such as pesticides, heavy metals, and
glyphosate. 

ត�មងេ�មរបស់េយីង�ចចេ��ះ�តិពុលែដលផ�ិតផលិតេចញពីក�ងុ�ម�នខ�ះ បុ៉ែន��តិពុលខ�ះ�ន�រលំ�កក�ងុ
�របេ��ញេ�លែដល�ចេធ�ីេ�យខូចតំរងេ�មេ�េពលែដល��ន�រេកីនេឡងី�ន់ែតេ�ចីន។

ផ�ិត�នឥទ�ិពល�ន់ែត�� ងំេពលេ��មួយ�តិពុលេផ�ងេទ�តដូច� �� សំំ�ប់សត�ល�ិត េ�ហៈធ�ន់ ឬ�� សំំ�ប់េ�� ។ល។

�តិពុលផលិតេ�យផ�ិតប៉ះ�ល់�របេ��ញអរមូ៉ន ប��លេ�យ�ន�រ�� ក់ចុះអរមូ៉នែដល�គប់�គងនិងរក��តិទឹកក�ងុខ�ួន។
េហតុេនះេហីយ �នមនុស��េ�ចីនែដល�នជំងឺបង�រេ�យផ�ិតបេ��ញទឹកេ�មេ�ចីន�ងធម�� េហីយេ�សកទឹក�ញឹក�ប់។



① េប�កសំ�កពីរន��ចមុះ �ត់ រន��មក រន�េ�ម និង�� រ�ស។
     Swab sample from nose, mouth, anus, urethra, and vagina.

② ពិនិត�ទឹកេ�មរកុរក�តិពុលរបស់ផ�ិត និង�តិ�សិុតក�ងុទឹកេ�ម
     Urine analysis for mycotoxins and organic acids.

③ ពិនិត��មករកុរក�បេភទផ�ិត និង�� ពំ��ល
     Stool analysis for mold culture and susceptibility.

④ ថតសួតរកុរកផ�ិតក�ងុសួត
     Chest x-ray for mold infection.

ក��ប់ពិនិត��ន៖



⑦ ពិនិត��ង�យរកុរកផ�ិត៖
     Full body examination for mold/fungal infection:
     ➊ អែង�ក�ល scalp for dandruff 
     ➋ ភ�ឺ ែ�សង �អក Tinea versicolor, ring worms, and chronic eczema
     ➌ ផ�ិតអ�� ត thrush
     ➍ ផ�ិត�កចកៃដ �កចកេជីង onychomycosis of fingernails and toenails
     ➎ �� រ�ស vaginal fungal infection

⑥ យកសំ�កក�ងុបរ ��� នែដលេយីងកំពុងរស់េ� ដូច�បន�ប់េគង បន�ប់ទឹក បន�ប់ទទួលេភ��វ ច��� ន�យ �ន។ល។
     Mold cultures from environment, such as the bedroom, bathroom, living room, kitchen, car, etc. 

⑤ េស�ន�បេ�ងឆ�ឹងមុខរកុរក�ររ�ក និងដំុ�ច់
     Sinuses scans for inflammation and polyps.



Control humidity level, keep it under 50%.
Avoid humidifiers.

Keep a clean and decluttered home
(organized with no overcrowding)

① �គប់�គងក�មិតសំេណីមេ�យេ�េ��ម ៥០% ។ 
េជ�ស�ងឧបករណ៍េធ�ីេ�យ�នសំេណីម។

③ សំ�ត ផ�ះ េ�យ�� ត  េ�យ�ន ស�� ប់�� ប់ 
កំុទុករបស់របរគរេ�ល ដូច�ែស�កេជីង េស�វេ�
សំេល�កបំ�ក់។ល។

Open the windows for ventilation to let
fresh air and sunlight in.

② េបីកបង�ួចេដីម�េី�យខ�ល់បរ �សុទ�េចញចូល
និងេ�យ�នពន�ឺ�ងំចូល េច�ស�ងងងឹត។

Address the mold in the
environment first and
foremost.

�រ�បយ័ត�កំុេ�យដុះផ�ិតក�ងុ
បរ ��� នែដលអ�ករស់េ� និងេលីឫ
ក�ងុខ�ួនអ�ក �ជំេរ �សទី១ 
និង�នផលេ�ចីន�ងេគបំផុត។



Find and treat mold in the
environment you live in, and in or on
your body.

Avoid using wallpaper and limit storage of paper
in your home.

⑤ រកុរកនិងព��លផ�ិត�ងំក�ងុបរ ���នែដល
អ�ករស់េ� �ងំក�ងុខ�ួនរបស់អ�ក។

⑥ ព��មកំុេ�បី�ក�សបិទជ��ងំ និង�ត់បន�យ�រទុក
�ក�សក�ងុផ�ះ។

Address any leakages or excess water
quickly. Keep your home dry.

④ េ�ះ��យ�ល់�រេលច�� យេ�យ�ន�ប់។
ទុកផ�ះរបស់អ�កេ�យស�ួត ពំុ�នសំេណីម។

Testing for mold is very important in preventing disease and illness. Finding and
treating the source is the best cure for mold-related illnesses.

⑦ �ររកុរកផ�ិត�ន�រៈសំ�ន់បំផុតក�ងុ�រប�� រជំងឺ។ វ �ធីព��ល�បេសីរ�ងេគគឺ�ររកនិងកំ�ត់�បភពផ�ិត។




